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3784 K. KoªodziejSuh reations usually reeive ontributions from a large number of Feynmandiagrams and obtaining reliable theoretial preditions for them within theSM is a ompliated task already at the Born level. As some experimentsplanned at future linear olliders, espeially at a high luminosity ollider likeTESLA [1℄, are aiming at the preision of 0.1%, it is neessary to inluderadiative orretions in the SM theoretial preditions. Up to now there is noalulation of the omplete O(�) virtual orretions to any spei� hannelof (1). However, leading radiative e�ets to the four fermion hannels ofreations (1) ontaining a pair of W bosons in the intermediate state havebeen alulated within the approah usually referred to as a double poleapproximation [5, 6℄. See also [7℄. Conerning real photoni orretions tothe four fermion reations, the situation looks muh better. There are a fewprogram pakages whih allow to alulate ross setions ofe+e� ! 4f (2)for any spei� four fermion �nal state that is possible in the framework ofthe SM. For a systemati review and referenes see, e.g., [8℄.In order to failitate omputations, masses of the initial and �nal statefermions are very often negleted in reations (1). Although, it is lear thatnegleting the fermion masses sometimes auses problems suh as, for ex-ample, ollinear divergenes, the � 1=sf �f divergene related to emission of avirtual photon deaying into a massless fermion�antifermion pair, or the lakof onsisteny in implementing the Higgs boson exhange. In the masslesslimit, it is also not possible to make onsistent preditions for produtionof heavy fermion �avours. It is lear that most of these problems disappearif uts, whih are anyway present in any realisti experimental setup, areimposed. In the presene of uts, the fermion masses should play no role formost physial observables. In the following, a few physial examples will bedisussed whih learly show that it need not always be the ase and that thefermion mass e�ets may be relevant not only in the ontext of Higgs bosonprodution and deay, or prodution and deay of heavy �avour quarks, asfor example in the reation e+e� ! �tt! 6f ; (3)but also for reations involving light �avours, as for example radiative pro-esses (2).Numerial results for fermion mass e�ets are disussed in Setion 2 andthe summary of the paper is given in Setion 3.



Fermion Mass E�ets at Linear Colliders 37852. Numerial resultsNumerial results presented in this setion have been obtained in earlierworks: the results for four fermion proesses of (1) and the orrespondingbremsstrahlung reations (2) in [9℄, the results for proesses ontaining asingle on-mass-shell top quark in [10℄, and the results for the top quark pairprodution and deay into 6 fermions (3) in [11℄. Therefore, for the details ofalulation and spei� values of physial parameters, an interested readershould refer to [9�11℄ and earlier works, [12℄ and [13℄. For onveniene of thereader one should only remind that onstant widths of unstable partiles,�W ;�Z , �H and �t are introdued through the omplex mass parametersM2V = m2V � imV �V ; V = W;Z;H ; Mt = mt � i�t2 (4)in the orresponding propagators and, if not stated otherwise, the ele-troweak mixing parameter sin2 �W = 1� m2Wm2Z (5)is kept real. This kind of parametrization is usually referred to as the Fixed-Width Sheme (FWS). It is also possible to de�ne sin2 �W in terms of theomplex masses of Eqs. (4) assin2 �W = 1� M2WM2Z (6)whih is usually alled the Complex-Mass Sheme (CMS). The CMS hasthe advantage that it satis�es the Ward identities [14℄. However, the fatthat (6) makes some of the SM ouplings omplex quantities may beome asoure of disomfort. In the FWS, on the other hand, all the ouplings re-main real, but only the eletromagneti gauge invariane is satis�ed providedthat �t and the other fermion widths are vanishing. It should be stressed atthis point, that for vanishing fermion widths, eletromagneti gauge invari-ane is preserved with non-zero fermion masses and with the gauge bosonwidths �W and �Z treated as independent parameters. If a non-vanishingtop quark width is introdued through the substitution (4), eletromagnetigauge invariane gets violated. However, as it will be shown in Setion 2.2,the violation of the gauge symmetry does not lead to signi�ant e�ets forthe total ross setions of reations (2) ontaining a top quark in the �nalstate.



3786 K. KoªodziejIn the following Tables, the numbers in parenthesis are standard devi-ations of the Monte Carlo (MC) integration, whih show an unertainty ofthe last deimals. The standard deviation of the multihannel MC integra-tion routine is obtained as a sum of the standard deviations alulated byVEGAS [15℄ for individual hannels. This gives a more onservative estimateof the error than for example adding up partial errors in quadrature.2.1. Four fermion reations and the bremsstrahlungIn this subsetion, the mass e�ets in four fermion reations (1) and theorresponding bremsstrahlung proesses (2) will be disussed.The results for seleted four-fermion hannels of reations (1) and (2)are olleted in Tables I�III, where total ross setions at two entre of massenergies, ps = 200 GeV and ps = 500 GeV, with uts are shown. The utsare de�ned, as in [8℄, byos �(l;beam) � 0:985; �(; l) > 5Æ; E > 1 GeV; m(q; q0) > 10 GeV ;os �(;beam) � 0:985; �(; q) > 5Æ; El > 5 GeV; (7)where l, q, , and �beam� denote harged leptons, quarks, photons, and thebeam (eletrons or positrons), respetively, and �(i; j) the angles betweenthe partiles i and j in the .m.s. Furthermore, m(q; q0) denotes the invariantmass of a quark pair qq0.In Tables I and II, the results for the four fermion hannels of (1) andbremsstrahlung reations (2) orresponding to the W -pair and the singleW signal are shown. These hannels are usually lassi�ed as harged ur-rent reations. One sees that, both in Tables I and II, the ross setionsof purely hadroni hannels are about a fator 3 bigger than the ross se-tions of semi-leptoni hannels and the latter are a fator 3 bigger than theross setions of purely leptoni reations. This re�ets the naive ountingof the olour degrees of freedom. This somewhat general rule is obviouslyviolated in reations whih reeive ontributions from the gluon or t-hannelphoton and Z exhange. Exept for the hannels ontaining heavy quarks,t and b, for lighter �avors, the fermion mass e�ets are not big. How-ever, for individual hannels, they are of the order of a few per ent, as ithas been already pointed out in [13℄. It is amazing that the mass e�etis inverse for e+e� ! u �dd�u and e+e� ! �ss�. It is not the Higgs bosonexhange, but rather uts of Eqs. (7), whih are responsible for this inver-sion. The uts redue ontribution of the s-hannel Feynman diagrams toe+e� ! u �dd�u to muh larger extent than to e+e� ! �ss�, as the ut on in-variant mass of the quark pair restrits the phase spae muh more severelyfor lighter quarks than for heavier ones. Without the uts, the ross setionof e+e� ! u �dd�u beomes bigger than that of e+e� ! �ss�, as expeted.



Fermion Mass E�ets at Linear Colliders 3787TABLE ICross setions in fb of (1) and (2) at ps = 200 GeV and ps = 500 GeV for severalfour-fermion �nal states orresponding to the W -pair signal. The uts are those ofEqs. (7). Final ps = 200 GeV ps = 500 GeVstate � � � �u �d����� 630.65(31) 70.547(83) 211.11(13) 23.601(46)�s����� 629.93(31) 67.279(72) 210.87(13) 23.077(43)t�b����� � � 58.88(30) 9.467(60)�sd�u 1838.6(1.4) 172.74(28) 749.07(50) 68.34(23)t�bd�u � � 177.8(1.9) 25.55(42)�� �+����� 205.88(15) 25.784(44) 60.762(62) 7.842(23)u �dd�u 1921.4(7) 188.19(46) 780.66(25) 74.99(28)�ss� 1925.7(8) 184.07(46) 782.62(28) 73.46(25)t�bb�t � � 0.85519(56) 0.073748(78)���+����� 218.91(19) 28.232(55) 63.933(70) 8.475(26)�� �+����� 214.94(20) 26.280(50) 63.468(74) 8.299(20)�ee+e���e 259.55(31) 32.012(93) 195.22(42) 24.85(14)TABLE IICross setions in fb of (1) and (2) at ps = 200 GeV and ps = 500 GeV for di�erentfour-fermion �nal states orresponding to the single W signal. The uts are thoseof Eqs. (7). Final ps = 200 GeV ps = 500 GeVstate � � � �u �de���e 661.68(40) 72.95(10) 354.06(27) 38.876(88)�se���e 661.42(40) 71.84(10) 353.91(27) 38.371(88)t�be���e � � 58.54(65) 9.43(16)���+e���e 216.29(21) 27.473(57) 107.34(14) 13.677(43)���+e���e 216.13(21) 26.709(55) 107.25(13) 13.471(42)



3788 K. KoªodziejThe results for several neutral urrent hannels of reations (1) and (2)are shown in Table III. The ross setions of Table III are typially muhsmaller then those of Tables I and II. Mass e�ets on the other hand are big-ger. The stronger dependene on fermion masses an be explained as follows.The neutral-urrent reations are dominated by the s-hannel Feynman dia-grams whih ontain the propagator of a photon deaying into a fermionpair. This auses a � 1=sff 0 behaviour of the matrix element squaredand results in a relatively high sensitivity to the fermion pair thresholdsff 0 = (mf +mf 0)2. There is a relatively big e�et for harged lepton pairs�+��, �+�� and muh smaller e�et for quark pairs, exept for �tt, of ourse.This is related to the fat that there is no ut on the invariant mass of aharge lepton pair imposed in Eqs. (7). Again an inverse mass e�et in somehannels, espeially those ontaining a neutrino pair, an be observed. Theross setion of e+e� ! �dd��e�e is bigger than that of e+e� ! �uu��e�e al-though a mass of the d-quark used in the alulation, md = 9 MeV, is almosttwie as big as that of the u-quark, mu = 5 MeV. The inverse mass e�etis aused by the invariant mass ut m(q; q0) > 10 GeV of Eqs. (7), whih ismore restritive for lighter fermion pairs than for heavier ones and by thefat that there is neither invariant mass nor angular ut on a neutrino-pair.It is seen that the mass e�ets depend on uts. They may be di�erent fordi�erent hoies of uts. TABLE IIICross setions in fb, for di�erent neutral urrent four-fermion �nal states. The utsare those of Eqs. (7).Final ps = 200 GeV ps = 500 GeVstate � � � ��uu�+�� 27.341(30) 4.874(13) 6.855(10) 1.5630(62)��+�� 19.560(16) 3.4407(92) 6.0566(68) 1.3922(48)�dd��e�e 26.820(20) 1.6916(23) 57.03(27) 5.731(36)�bb��e�e 31.346(28) 1.8819(33) 128.31(65) 12.59(12)�dd�ss 79.658(95) 9.77(11) 29.812(39) 4.159(34)�dd�bb 82.486(87) 10.436(86) 37.435(39) 5.363(26)�dd �dd 39.173(32) 4.791(20) 14.758(15) 2.0706(76)�ss�ss 39.167(32) 4.810(20) 14.767(15) 2.0769(76)�bb�bb 41.667(24) 5.217(14) 22.242(14) 3.2142(67)



Fermion Mass E�ets at Linear Colliders 3789Comparing the hannels ontaining a �bb- or �-pair with those ontain-ing lighter quark �avors in Table III, one sees a lear signal of the Higgs-strahlung reation e+e� ! ZH, espeially at ps = 500 GeV, whih exeedsthe ZH prodution threshold for a Higgs boson mass of 115 GeV. In ase ofe+e� ! �bb��e�e and e+e� ! ���e�e, also a signal of a W+W� fusion meha-nism of the Higgs boson prodution is visible. For the �nal state ontaininga �bb-pair, the Higgs signal is seen already at ps = 200 GeV and it beomesmuh more pronouned at ps = 500 GeV.2.2. Prodution of heavy �avours in e+e� ! 4fIn this subsetion, prodution of heavy �avours, in the four fermionhannel of reation (1) will be disussed.Consider the prodution of a t�t-quark pair, e+e� ! t�t and let the anti-top quark �t deay into a �nal state possible in the framework of the SM,i.e., onsider reations e+e� ! t�bf �f 0; (8)where f = e�; ��; ��; d; s and f 0 = �e; ��; �� ; u; , respetively, taking intoaount the omplete set of the Feynman graphs whih ontribute to thespei� �nal state at the tree level. As it has been already pointed out in theIntrodution, introduing the nonzero top quark width through substitution(4) violates the eletromagneti gauge invariane. Therefore, in order totest reliability of the preditions for reation (8), the alulation has beenperformed in the arbitrary linear R� gauge [10℄.The results for the ross setions of e+e� ! t�b����� at di�erent entreof mass energies obtained in di�erent shemes and gauges: the Complex-Mass Sheme (CMS), Fixed Width Sheme (FWS), Unitary Gauge (UG)and Feynman Gauge (FG) are shown in Table IV. Numerial integrationhas been performed over the full four partile phase spae without any uts.One an see that the results in Table IV hardly depend on the gauge hoieboth in the CMS and FWS. Atually, they niely agree with eah otherwithin one standard deviation of the MC integration. It should be stressedat this point that the transition between the two gauges, FG and UG, hasbeen performed numerially by varying the gauge parameter � by 16 ordersof magnitude, from � = 1 to � = 1016.In Table V, the results for e+e� ! t�be���e obtained in the CMS andin two di�erent gauges, UG and FG, for two di�erent uts on the eletronangle with respet to the beam �(e�;beam) are presented. There is rathersmall dependene on the angular ut for the energies presented in Table V.From a omparison with the orresponding numbers of Table IV, one aninfer that the t-hannel Feynman graphs of reation e+e� ! t�be���e donot ontribute muh to the total ross setion in the presene of the ut



3790 K. Koªodziej TABLE IVCross setions in fb of e+e� ! t�b����� at di�erent entre of mass energies in di�er-ent shemes, CMS and FWS, and gauges, UG and FG. The numbers in parenthesisshow the unertainty of the last deimals.ps (GeV) �UGCMS �FGCMS �UGFWS �FGFWS340 0.7837(4) 0.7837(4) 0.7839(4) 0.7840(4)360 41.27(10) 41.27(10) 41.28(10) 41.29(10)500 60.06(13) 60.04(13) 59.75(30) 59.90(29)2000 5.59(3) 5.56(3) 5.51(7) 5.51(8)on the �nal eletron angle. When the ut is further redued, so that thedenominator of the t-hannel photon propagator beomes of the order of thesquared eletron mass, the dependene on gauge beomes substantial andresults are meaningless. TABLE VCross setions in fb of e+e� ! t�be���e in the CMS in two di�erent gauges, UG andFG, and for two di�erent uts on the eletron angle with respet to the beam.ps 5Æ < �(e�; beam) < 175Æ 1Æ < �(e�; beam) < 179Æ(GeV) �UGCMS �FGCMS �UGCMS �FGCMS340 0.7993(4) 0.7993(4) 0.8251(4) 0.8253(4)360 41.21(11) 41.20(11) 41.32(8) 41.32(8)500 59.78(15) 59.75(15) 60.16(15) 60.19(15)2000 6.81(3) 6.82(3) 7.97(3) 8.00(3)The results for the hannels of reation (8) whih do not ontain eletronin the �nal state are shown in Table VI. They were obtained in the CMSand unitary gauge. Again, as expeted, the results for the purely hadronihannels are a fator 3 bigger than those of the semileptoni hannels. Thereis pratially no dependene on masses of lighter �avours in Table VI.The dependene of the total ross setion of e+e� ! t�b����� on thetop quark width �t is shown in Table VII. It an be seen that the rosssetion at ps = 360 GeV, i.e. just above the t�t threshold, is almost exatly



Fermion Mass E�ets at Linear Colliders 3791TABLE VICross setions in the CMS in fb of di�erent hannels of reation (8) not ontaininga �nal state eletron.Channel of ps (GeV)reation (8) 340 360 500 2000e+e� ! t�b����� 0.7837(4) 41.3(1) 59.8(3) 5.42(7)e+e� ! t�b����� 0.7831(4) 41.2(1) 59.6(3) 5.47(7)e+e� ! t�bd�u 2.351(1) 123.8(3) 179.9(9) 16.3(2)e+e� ! t�bs� 2.350(1) 123.8(3) 178.9(9) 16.7(2)
TABLE VIICross setions in fb of e+e� ! t�b����� for di�erent values of the top quark width.The alulation has been performed in the CMS and UG.ps �t (GeV)(GeV) 1.5 1.6 1.7340 0.7837(4) 0.7832(3) 0.7830(3)360 41.27(10) 38.65(7) 36.31(6)500 60.06(13) 56.37(13) 53.13(12)2000 5.59(3) 5.30(2) 5.09(2)

proportional to 1=�t. This kind of dependene holds also at ps = 500 GeV,whih is already muh above the threshold and it survives almost unalteredat ps = 2 TeV. It means that the ross setion of e+e� ! t�b����� is wellapproximated by the resonant �t prodution and its subsequent deay. Thiskind of dependene o�ers a new way of measurement of the top quark widthalternative to the measurement based on the shape of the t�t threshold [16℄.



3792 K. Koªodziej2.3. Prodution and deay of a t�t-pairAs measurements of the top quark physial harateristis, in partiularits stati properties suh as magneti and eletri dipole moments, will beperformed at high energies, muh above the t�t threshold, it is ruial toknow o�-resonane bakground ontributions to any spei� 6 fermion deayhannel and to estimate the e�ets related to the o�-shellness of the t�t-pair.Therefore, in this subsetion, the 6 fermion reations of the forme+e� ! bf1 �f 01�bf2 �f 02 ; (9)where f1 = ��; �� ; u; , f2 = ��; ��; d; s, and f 01, f 02 are the orrespondingweak isospin partners of f1, f2, f 01 = ��; ��; d; s, f 02 = ��; �� ; u; , are dis-ussed. For the sake of simpliity, it is assumed that the atual values of f1and f 02 are di�erent from eah other, and that neither f 01 nor f2 is an eletron.The omplete lowest order SM results for reation (9) are ompared withthe results obtained in a few di�erent approximations: the double resonaneapproximation for W bosonse+e� ! bW+��bW�� ! bf1 �f 01�bf2 �f 02 ; (10)where only those 61 Feynman diagrams are taken into aount whih on-tribute to e+e� ! bW+�bW� with the W bosons being o�-mass-shell, thedouble resonane approximation for a t- and �t-quarke+e� ! t��t� ! bf1 �f 01�bf2 �f 02 (11)with only two `signal' diagrams ontributing and, �nally, with 3 di�erentnarrow width approximations: for the W bosons, top and antitop quarks,and a single top quark disussed already in Setion 2.2.The ross setion of reation (10) in the narrow W width approximationis given by�bW+�bW� = �(e+e� ! bW+�bW�) � �W+ ! f1 �f 01� � �W� ! f2 �f 02�� 2W :(12)Similarly, the ross setion of reation (11) in the narrow width approxima-tion for the top and antitop reads�t�t = �(e+e� ! t�t) � �t! bf1 �f 01� � ��t! �bf2 �f 02��t2 : (13)Finally, in the approximation where only the top quark is put on its massshell, the ross setion is given by�t�bf2 �f 02 = �(e+e� ! t�bf2 �f 02) � �t! bf1 �f 01��t : (14)



Fermion Mass E�ets at Linear Colliders 3793The lowest order SM total ross setions of the semileptoni hannele+e� ! b���+�bd�u of reation (9) at di�erent .m.s. energies typial forfuture linear olliders are shown in Table VIII. The omplete lowest orderresult �, the approximation of Eq. (10) �bW ��bW �, the narrow W width ap-proximation of Eq. (12) �bW�bW , the approximation of Eq. (11) �t��t� , thenarrow width approximation of Eq. (13) for a top and an antitop quark �t�tand the narrow width approximation for a top quark of Eq. (14) �t�bd�u havebeen all obtained in FWS. The SM tree level analyti expression for the par-tial widths of the W boson and the experimental value of total W width �Whave been used in Eq. (12). Similarly, the SM tree level analyti expressionfor the partial widths of the t quark in the zero fermion mass approxima-tion [17℄ and the top width �t = 1:5 GeV have been used in Eqs. (13) and(14). The use of these partiular values of �W and �t in Eqs. (12)�(14)is preferred in the omparison beause the same values have been used insubstitutions of Eq. (4). TABLE VIIIThe lowest order SM total ross setions of e+e� ! b���+�bd�u in fb at di�erent.m.s. energies in GeV: the omplete lowest order result �, the approximation ofEq. (10) �bW��bW� , the narrow W width approximation of Eq. (12) �bW�bW , theapproximation of Eq. (11) �t��t� , the narrow width approximation of Eq. (13) for atop and an antitop quark �t�t and the narrow width approximation for top quark ofEq. (14) �t�bd�u. The number in parenthesis show the unertainty of the last deimal.ps � �bW��bW� �bW�bW �t��t� �t�t �t�bd�u340 1.162(7) 0.681(6) 0.671(1) 0.3521(2) � 0.2546(3)360 13.64(2) 13.224(8) 13.618(8) 12.79(1) 13.875 13.42(1)500 20.48(9) 20.17(1) 20.79(1) 19.06(1) 19.223 19.51(3)800 10.61(4) 10.46(3) 10.75(1) 9.181(5) 8.918 9.47(1)1000 7.35(4) 7.33(4) 7.54(1) 6.171(4) 5.862 6.390(7)2000 2.43(2) 2.48(3) 2.48(1) 1.847(2) 1.510 1.822(2)As the ross setion of the 6 fermion reation e+e� ! b���+�bd�u isnonzero below the t�t-pair prodution threshold, the preision of measure-ments at the threshold may be a�eted. This bakground an be proba-bly easily redued by imposing uts, whih unfortunately will redue thet�t signal, too. Close to threshold, at ps = 360 GeV, the relative di�er-ene between � and the narrow width approximation �t�t is about �1:5%,whereas in the ontinuum the di�erene beomes bigger, amounting to 7%



3794 K. Koªodziejat ps = 500 GeV and 19% at ps = 800 GeV. At higher energies, the di�er-ene between � and �t�t beomes so large that approximation (13) does notmake sense any more. Comparison of approximated results �bW ��bW � and�bW�bW with the omplete result � shows that approximations of Eqs. (10)and (12) are relatively muh better in a range of the .m.s. energy from 360GeV to 2 TeV.The pure o�-shellness e�ets of the t�t-pair an be regarded as the di�er-ene between approximations �t��t� of Eq. (11) and �t�t of Eq. (13). They areplotted in Fig. 1 as a funtion of the .m.s. energy.
e+e� ! t�t! b���+�bd�ue+e� ! t��t� ! b���+�bd�u

� (fb)

ps (GeV) 200018001600140012001000800600400200

2520151050Fig. 1. Total ross setions of e+e� ! b���+�bd�u in approximations of Eqs. (11)(solid line) and (13) (dashed line) as funtions of the .m.s. energy.How the bakground nonresonant ontributions may a�et di�erentialross setions of (9) is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the di�erential ross se-tions d�=d os � of e+e� ! b���+�bd�u at ps = 360 GeV are plotted versusosine of the �+ (up going urves) and d (down going urves) angle withrespet to the positron beam. The angular distributions obtained with theomplete set of tree level Feynman diagrams di�er substantially from thedistributions based on approximations of Eqs. (10) and (11). The �nal statemuon �+ (d-quark) goes more preferably in the diretion of initial positron(eletron) than it would follow from the approximated distributions basedon Eqs. (10) and (11).
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e+e� ! t��t� ! b���+�bd�ue+e� ! bW+��bW�� ! b���+�bd�ue+e� ! b���+�bd�u ps = 360 GeV(fb)d�d os �

os � 10.50-0.5-1

121086420Fig. 2. Di�erential ross setions of e+e� ! b���+�bd�u at ps = 360 GeV versusosine of the �+ (up going urve) and d (down going urve) angle with respet tothe positron beam. 3. SummaryA few physial examples have been disussed whih illustrate a role offermion masses in the SM preditions for reations whih will be measuredat future linear olliders. Taking into aount nonzero fermion masses isimportant not only in the ontext of the Higgs boson, or the top quarkpair prodution and deay. The mass e�ets may also beome numeriallysizable for the bremsstrahlung reations e+e� ! 4f and for neutral urrenthannels of the four fermion reations e+e� ! 4f involving light fermion�avours only. It is interesting that the mass e�ets do not always disappearin the presene of uts. In some situations, the uts may even enlarge themass e�et or make it inverse, i.e. stronger for lighter �avours than forheavier ones.Whether or not the mass e�ets will play a role in the analysis of thefuture data depends mostly on luminosity of a linear ollider. If one as-sumes a total integrated luminosity of 500 fb�1 they will ertainly beomerelevant. Therefore it is better to keep nonzero fermion masses in theoretialpreditions even for reations involving light fermion �avours only, or testthe massless fermion event generators against a massive one for eah givenset of uts.
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